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Back to merit medal for merit medal (MSM) Requirements for representing someone for a medal, whether it's a medal achievement or a bronze star, pretty much the same, but there are some differences. All recommendations for medals require filling out a DA 638 form and for some medals like medal achievement and a medal of
gratitude, that's all it takes. But more pieces of jewelry, such as the V Device Gratitude Medal, Bronze Star, etc., require more support. To avoid confusion, these instructions will only apply to AAM, ARCOM and MSM, because the procedures are the same for them. Block 1. Fill in the office information of the next office above the
recommendationr in the Command Chain. It's an office with approval powers. Block 2. Enter the office's recommendation information. Blocks 3-7. Self-evident Block 8. Fill in previous rewards for human achievement. The Army Service Tape (ASR), the Korean Defense Service Medal (KDSM), the Kuwait Liberation Medal (KULIBM), the
Medal of Service in Southwest Asia (SWASM) are service medals and should not be listed. Block 9. Enter the service and the recommended person component. Use the following: Empty for Services: U.S.-Army USMC-Marine Corps USN-MILITARY-U.S. Air Force for Component: Act-Active Duty Res-Reserve Forces NG-National Guard
Block 10. Enter the reward recommended to include the number of awards/oak leaf cluster Block 11-19. Self-evident block 20. For AAM, ARCOM or MSM, using space provided in the form of DA 638, complete the soldier's achievements or decent service using the bullet format. Block 21. For AAM, ARCOM, or MSM, enter a quote. Block
22. The HR administrator must sign and the person's check date is eligible for the recommended award. Block 23-25. Fill in interim commanders as needed. Block 26. a. ORDERS ISSUING AUTHORITY b. CDR, MNC-I APO AE 09999 e. JOHN q. PUBLIC f. COL g. COMMANDING Block 27. a. Headquarters, MNC-I APO AE 09999 Block
28. a. JOSEPH M. BLOW b. MSG C. Chief, CJ1 Personnel Action Block 29-30. Leave an empty block 31. 1-SOLDIER 1-UNIT 1-FILE 1-OMPF FRONT Forms DA 638, Recommendation of Awarding Award (AAM, ARCOM and MSM) Contact editor@armywriter.com Disclaimer quote text that will be read during the presentation of the
award. The text is limited to 15 lines. Below is a guide to writing a worthy citation medal service. General instructions: Prepare quotes at 8-1/2 by 11 inches plain paper bond (landscape) or AF Form 2228. Use Times New Roman 10 or 12 dots. Use the mandatory opening and closing offers listed below. The final text should be perfect
without adjustment. The quotations should capture the essence of the decoration with dignity and clarity. A narrative is a brief description of an act, achievement or Be specific in the and, if possible, to limit themselves to no more than two sentences. Emphasize a person's contribution to the mission and use active voice and power verbs.
Using general exercises or code names (such as Roving Sands, etc.) is acceptable in quotes. Do not use any abbreviations except Jr., Sr., II, etc. Even common acronyms should be spelled out (USAF, DOD, AFB, etc.). Do not use zeros before single dates (e.g. January 1, 06). For challenging class names, such as Master Sergeant and
Staff Sergeant, spell out the full class name in the first sentence and then use the short title (sergeant) in the remainder of the quote. Don't separate the rank from the name. They should always be listed together. Introduction: Use one of the two opening offer formats shown below. The lifetime reward (PCS, etc.) should use format 1. The
award for a specific achievement should use format 2. (1) Master Sgt. Joe B. Smith distinguished himself in performing outstanding service in the United States as (duty title) OR (while assigned (office or unit) with _________to___________). OR (2) Master Sergeant Joe B. Smith distinguished himself with outstanding achievement as
(honorary title) OR (while assigned to (office or unit), (th) OR (with ________to________). Description description: Use one of the two narrative formats shown below. (1) During this period, Sergeant Smith's outstanding professional skills, leadership and continuous efforts have made a significant contribution to the effectiveness and
success of the Air Force (programs). Add a few suggestions here that describe problems solved or disaster preventable. OR (2) In this important assignment, Sergeant Smith's outstanding leadership and dedication to duty have played an important role in addressing many of the issues important to the Air Force. Add a few suggestions
here that describe problems solved or disaster preventable. Final offer: Use the top/standard offer closing format shown below for all purposes except retirement, separation or posthumous award. In these cases, use the formats below. No, no. Sgt. Smith's particularly distinctive achievements reflect great merit over himself and the United
States Air Force. OR Pension premiums. Sgt. Smith's exceptionally distinctive achievements complete a (long and) distinguished career in the service of his country and reflect great credit to himself and the U.S. Air Force. OR Division Award. Sgt. Smith's singularly distinctive achievements while serving his country reflect credit to the and
the United States Air Force. Or Posthumous award. Sgt. Smith's particularly distinctive achievements in his service to his country reflect a great deal of merit over himself and the United States Air Force. Contact editor@airforcewriter.com The use of the website is the acceptance of the terms of the United States Military Award Merit
MedalIn accordance with the Department of Defense (1 TypeMedal (Decoration) Right member of the U.S. Armed Forces or any member of the armed forces of a friendly foreign nation Iswarded for outstanding achievements or worthy service. StatusCurrently awarded The Klapsoak sheet clusters for subsequent awards. StatisticsStalled
by Decree 12019, November 3, 1977 Amended by Executive Decree 13666, April 18, 2014 PrecedenceNext (above) Purple HeartNext (Lower) Tape Medal of Merit for Defense (DMSM) is an award awarded to members of the U.S. Department of Defense. As a priority for the United States military, it is worn between the Purple Heart and
the Medal of Merit. The medal is awarded on behalf of the Minister of Defence to members of the Armed Forces who, while serving in joint activities, have outstanding achievements or merits in service, but not a degree to guarantee the awarding of the Medal of the Higher Defence Service. The medal is not the same as the Medal of Merit
for the Fatherland, which is a separate federal military award. Both have virtually identical criteria for awarding awards, but the DMSM is awarded to servicemen assigned to joint, multi-prophine organizations, while IMS is awarded to servicemen in traditional military units as part of their respective individual services. The Criterion Medal
was first established on November 3, 1977 by President Jimmy Carter under the 12019 Ordinance recognizing non-combat merit or service while serving in a joint assignment. A recognized service is usually over a period of time, over 12 months, covering recipients of all joint appointments, including extensions. The required achievement
or service has a lesser degree than required for awarding a Medal of the Higher Defense Service, but had to be performed with distinction. A joint mission means activities, operations or organizations in which elements of more than one United States Army, as reflected in joint personnel documents or the Joint List of Military
Appointments, perform joint missions under the auspices of the Office of the Secretary of Defense; Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; or the commander of the combat command. Members of the military assigned or attached to the Joint Task Force as individuals rather than members of a specific military service unit may be able to for
DMSM. Members of the service of specific units are entitled to awards of personal jewelry from their parent service. It also includes personnel serving with jointly staffed headquarters in Allied Command in Europe, The Allied Atlantic Command, NATO Military Committee and military agencies related to military or other joint activities that
may be assigned. In 2014, President Barack Obama, with Executive Order 13666, extended the DMSM's right to include any member of the armed forces of a friendly foreign state, thereby extending the recognition of those NATO, Allied and Coalition officers, as well as senior officers appointed to/embedded in the Joint Staff, Joint
Combat Commands and related Joint Task Force. The description of the medal occurrence medal of origin of the Medal of Defense Merit made bronze and 1 1⁄2 inches (38 mm) in diameter. The averse structure consists of a round wreath of laurel leaves tied with tape at the base. In the center is the shape of a pentagon, which slightly
overlaps the wreath. Superimposed on a pentagon eagle with wings upraised standing at the base of the pentagon. The eagle symbolizes the United States, while the shape of the pentagon hints at the Department of Defense, and the laurel wreath represents an achievement. On the reverse of the medal there is an inscription Defense
Merit in three horizontal lines, and at the bottom - the words United States of America. Between the inscriptions there is a place to engrave the name of the recipient. The ribbon description for the medal is 1 3⁄8 inches (35 mm) wide consists of the following vertical stripes: White 1⁄16 inches (1.6 mm), Crimson 1⁄ ⁄ 4 inches (6.4 mm), white
7⁄32 inches (5.6 mm), Bluebird 1⁄16 inches (1.6 mm), white 1⁄16 inch (1.6 mm) 1.6 mm), Bluebird 1⁄16 inches (1.6 mm), white 1⁄16 inches (1.6 mm), Bluebird 1⁄16 inches (1 7.16 mm 6 mm), white 7⁄32 inches (5.6 mm), crimson 1⁄4 inches (6.4 mm), white 1⁄16 inch (1.6 mm). The colors, crimson and white, are duplicates of the colors of the
Legion of Merit ribbon. Bluebird stripes are a color associated with the Ministry of Defense. Additional awards of the Medal of Merit in Defense are marked by bronze clusters of oak leaves, with a silver cluster of oak leaves, representing six awards. As a joint award, oak leaf clusters, traditionally associated with the Army and Air Force
awards, are also used for numerous DMSM awards to the Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard personnel. These clusters of oak leaves are attached to the suspension and service tapes. See also the awards and awards of the U.S. Military Handbooks and Extradition (PDF). www.esd.whs.mil, 2016. Archive from the original (PDF) for
2017-09-12. Received 2018-09-29. - b c Ministry of Defence Guide 1348.33, Volume 1: A Guide to Military Decorations and (PDF). Center for Defense Technical Information. Department of Defense. October 12, 2011. 42-45, 75. Received on October 28, 2012. - b Library of the Newsletters of the Medal of Merit for Defense. U.S. Air Force
Personnel Center. Archive from the original on October 16, 2012. Received on October 28, 2012. b Medal of Merit in Defence. Institute of Heraldry. Received on October 28, 2012. External media links related to the Defence Merit Medal in the Commons were sourced from the
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